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Bag weight (average) 4 kg 8,82 lb

Fixed carbon 80 %

Ashes < 3 %

Volatile solids < 15 %

Granulometry ≤20 mm ≤ 3 5/32 “

Humidity < 8 %

Spark Few

Performance < 8000 Kcal/kg < 14390,3 btu/lb

Wood type Semi-soft woods

Morphology Controlled pruning

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

BBQ

JOSPER CHARCOAL - BBQ 
SEMI-SOFT WOOD CHARCOAL

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

Josper semi-solft wood charcoal. Charcoal of vegetal origin with the main characteristic of being certified by the FSC® Forest 
Stewardship Council®. The FSC® official mission is to “Promote the environmentally appropriate, socially beneficial and economically 
viable management of forests around the world”. The FSC® certification is also used to prove a sustainable forest handling.
 
This charcoal format contains soft or semi-soft woods but with a high carbon percentage to allow an easy fire up process and provide 
as well, a high calorific performance.

www.jospergrill.com

REF.  300001 BAG
4 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009862622
57 x 30 x 12 cm
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Box weight (average) 10 kg    22,04 lb

Fixed carbon > 90 %

Ashes 3 %

Volatile solids 4 %

Granulometry 50-80 mm 1 31/32 - 3 5/32 “

Humidity 5 %

Spark No

Performance > 8000 Kcal/kg > 14390.3 btu/lb

Wood type Eucalyptus

Morphology Stick

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

EUCALYPTUS BINCHOTAN

JOSPER CHARCOAL - 
BINCHOTAN - EUCALYPTUS

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

Charcoal of Japanese origin with Binchotan denomination, also called white eucalyptus wood charcoal, it is obtained burning eucalyptus 
wood at very low temperatures during a controlled amount of time and, almost at the end of the process, the oven temperature is raised 
until the woods are shining red. Posteriously the charcoal is removed and covered with dust, a mix of dirt, sand and ashes, giving the 
charcoal surface a whitish tone. This explains why its name is “white charcoal”. The quick temperature increase followed by a hasted 
cooling process, incinerates the bark and gives the surface a soft touch as well as a high carbon quantity therefore having a high 
calorific performance barely leaving any waste material. It will produce a clear metallic sound when hit. This wood charcoal has been 
the most ecological alternative for centuries.

REF. 301003 BOX
10 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009862653
47 x 25 x 27,5 cm
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Box weight (average) 10 kg    22,04 lb

Fixed carbon > 90 %

Ashes 3 %

Volatile solids 4 %

Granulometry 50-80 mm 1 31/32 - 3 5/32 “

Humidity 5 %

Spark No

Performance > 8000 Kcal/kg >14390.3 btu/lb

Wood type Lychee

Morphology Stick

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

LYCHEE BINCHOTAN

JOSPER CHARCOAL -
BINCHOTAN - LYCHEE

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

Charcoal of Japanese origin with Binchotan denomination, also called white lychee wood charcoal, it is obtained burning Lychee wood 
at very low temperatures during a controlled amount of time and, almost at the end of the process, the oven temperature is raised until 
the woods are shining red. Posteriously the charcoal is removed and covered with dust, a mix of dirt, sand and ashes, giving the charcoal 
surface a whitish tone. This explains why its name is “white charcoal”. The quick temperature increase followed by a hasted cooling 
process, incinerates the bark and gives the surface a soft touch as well as a high carbon quantity therefore having a high calorific 
performance barely leaving any waste material. It will produce a clear metallic sound when hit. This wood charcoal has been the most 
ecological alternative for centuries.

REF. 301002 BOX
10 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009862646
47 x 25 x 27,5 cm
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Box weight (average) 10 kg    22,04 lb

Fixed carbon ≈ 80 %

Ashes < 5 %

Volatile solids < 5 %

Humidity < 5 %

Spark No

Performance > 8000 Kcal/kg >14390.3 btu/lb

Wood type Hardwoods

Morphology Stick, Hexagon

Density 1200 - 1300 kg/m³ 79 - 81 lb/ft³

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

HEXAGONAL BRIQUETTE

JOSPER CHARCOAL - 
HEXAGONAL BRIQUETTE

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

The briquette main characteristic is that it is made of sawdust from compacted hardwoods. Posteriously it is dried at 10% humidity 
degree and pressed as a briquette. No type of binder is used, since the humidity and wood’s own lignin work as a natural glue making 
this type of charcoal specially indicated to work on Robatas. Its compacted embers and slow burning provides a better calorific and 
work performance.

REF. 301001 BOX
10 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009862639
47 x 25 x 27,5 cm
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Box weight (average) 10 kg    22,04 lb

Bag weight (average) 9,5 kg   20,94 lb

Fixed carbon > 75 %

Ashes < 6 %

Volatile solids < 7 %

Granulometry ≤ 20-100 mm ≤ 3 15/16 - 0 25/32 “

Humidity < 7 %

Spark Very few

Performance 6859 - 7334 kcal/kg 12346 - 13201 btu/lb

Wood type Holm Oak

Morphology Controlled pruning

Density 310 kg/m³ 19,4 lb/ft³

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

CAE

JOSPER CHARCOAL - CAE
HOLM OAK WOOD

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

REF. P4039 BOX
10 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860178
54 x 34 x 18 cm

REF. SP39 BAG
9.5 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860185
73 x 20 x 45 cm

Holm oak wood charcoal with national designation of origin (Spain), with a very strong flavour, as well as a fast light up time and high 
efficiency due to its high porosity.

This type of charcoal produces very few spark and provides instense flavour, it is recommended for meat and red meat fish.
We suggest using it in the Josper Charcoal Oven.
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Box weight (average) 3 kg    6,61 lb

Bag weight (average) 2,5 kg   5,51 lb

Fixed carbon > 75 %

Ashes < 5 %

Volatile solids < 8 %

Granulometry ≤ 50 mm ≤ 1 31/32 “

Humidity < 6 %

Spark No

Performance 7000 - 7450 kcal/kg 12600 - 13410 btu/lb

Wood type Mix of tropical hard woods

Morphology Controlled pruning

Density 298 kg/m³ 18,6 lb/ft³

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

CE

JOSPER CHARCOAL - CE
MARABÚ WOOD

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

REF. P4036 BOX
11 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860147
54 x 34 x18 cm

REF. SP36 BAG
10.5 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860116
73 x 20 x 45 cm

The Marabú charcoal owns excellent heating qualities, does not spark and has a long lasting burning time against other softer and 
semi-soft woods. Its colour is uniform and has the characteristic cylindrical morphology which provides a metallic sound. 

Its fire up time is slow, so it’s specially recommended for open grills (Basque Grill Josper, Robatagrill and Josper Charcoal Oven). Due 
to its gentle flavour it is suitable for white meat fish and vegetables. 
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CEs

JOSPER CHARCOAL - CES

MARABÚ WOODREF. 4048 BOX
3 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860154
37 x 26 x 18 cm

REF. 4026 BAG
2.5 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860161
46 x 13 x 24 cm

Box weight (average) 3 kg    6,61 lb

Bag weight (average) 2,5 kg   5,51 lb

Fixed carbon > 75 %

Ashes < 5 %

Volatile solids < 8 %

Granulometry ≤ 50 mm ≤ 1 31/32 “ 

Humidity < 6 %

Spark No

Performance 7000 - 7450 kcal/kg 12600 - 13410 btu/lb

Wood type Mix of tropical hard woods

Morphology Controlled pruning

Density 298 kg/m³ 18,6 lb/ft³

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

The Marabú charcoal owns excellent heating qualities, does not spark and has a long lasting burning time against other softer and 
semi-soft woods. Its colour is uniform and has the characteristic cylindrical morphology which provides a metallic sound. 

Its fire up time is slow, so it’s specially recommended for open grills (Basque Grill Josper, Robatagrill and Josper Charcoal Oven).
Due to its gentle flavour it is suitable for white meat fish and vegetables. 
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Box weight (average) 10 kg 22,04 lb

Bag weight (average) 9,5 kg 20,94 lb

Fixed carbon > 80 %

Ashes < 3,24 %

Volatile solids < 18 %

Granulometry ≤ 80-160 mm ≤ 3 5/32 - 6 19/64 “

Humidity < 4 %

Spark Very few  

Performance 6724 - 7227 kcal/kg 12095 - 13000 btu/lb

Wood type White Quebracho

Morphology Controlled pruning

Density 280 kg/m³ 17,5 lb/ft³

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

QBE

JOSPER CHARCOAL - QBE
WHITE QUEBRACHO WOOD

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

REF. P4022 BOX
10 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860130
54 x 34 x 18 cm

REF. SP51 BAG
9.5 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860109
73 x 20 x 45 cm

White quebracho wood charcoal has its origins in the subtropical zones. Its main characteristic is that its wood hardness, consistentency 
and weight (fine grain wood). Due to these characteristics, the white quebracho wood will last for a long time when fired up, doubling its 
performance against other soft woods. It produces very few spark. 

Another important particularity is its characteristic and pleasant flavour, which makes this kind of charcoal optimal for cooking all kind 
of meats and red meat fish.
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Box weight (average) 11 kg    24,25 lb

Granulometry ≤ 60 - 120 mm ≤ 2 23/64 - 4 23/32 “

Spark Flame

Performance ≈ 4500 kcal/kg ≈ 2041.1 btu/lb

Wood type Vine

Morphology Firewood

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

MDV

JOSPER CHARCOAL - MDV
VINE WOOD

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids for the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

REF. 4059 BOX
11 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009860208
54 x 34 x 18 cm

You can lower flavour intensity by dropping wet wood in the already fired up embers. 

Vine wood with national designation of origin Ribera del Duero (Spain). During its growth, the vine deepens its roots, absorving an 
earthy flavour from the root, thus transforming the vine wood in an excelent tool for scenting. 

Vine wood has a slow fire up  time but keeps a high flavouring and scenting power. It is perfect for any kind of product or grill.
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Bag weight (average) 5 kg    15,43 lb

Granulometry ≤ 60 - 120 mm ≤ 2 23/64 - 4 23/32 “

Spark Flame

Performance ≈ 4500 kcal/kg ≈ 2041.1 btu/lb

Wood type Vine

Morphology Shoots

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

SDV

JOSPER CHARCOAL - SDV 
VINE SHOOTS

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids during the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

REF.  4070 BAG
5 kg AVERAGE.
EAN 8436009861335
53 x 27 x 19 cm

Vine shoots with national designation of origin Ribera del Duero (Spain).

During its growth, the vine deepens its roots, absorving that earthy flavour as much as posible, transforming the vine shoots in an 
excelent tool for scenting. Vine shoots have a slow fire up time but keeps a high flavouring and scenting power. It is perfect for any kind 
of product or grill.
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Gross weight 0,212 kg 0,467 lb

Composition 92% Denatured ethylic alcohol

Smoke No

Odour No

Net weight 0,17 kg 0,374 lb

Duration of the combustion 10-12 minutes

Packaging: Cardboard box with 24 pots

Diameter 45 mm 1 49/64 “

Height 14 mm 0 35/64 “

Morphology Cylindrical tablet

Recommended use
Josper Charcoal Oven
Josper Charcoal Grill

TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

LUMIX

LUMIX ECO-FRIENDLY
SOLID ALCOHOL TABLETS

LUMIX fire lighters should be used for the charcoal ignition points.

FIRE UP METHOD

Never use flammable liquids for the fire up process. They are very dangerous.

COD: 4061
EAN 8436009860017
8 tablets / pot

“Europe and American continent exclusive”.

Special tables for lighting up your embers, 100 % eco-friendly.

Lumix, without smells or smokes, are alcohol tablets that make your fire up time something easy and fast. Its combustion is low on 
oxygen, preventing any problem during the charcoal or wood light up. It has a constant and homogenous flame. 
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